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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 13, 1936

Yearly Sprague
To be Sponsored

One of the Things That Go With Being Famous
T

By
Each Group to Sing One of
Their Own Songs and
One College Song
PRIZE

TO B E

GIVEN

To Be Presented on Honor's
Day
This evening, Wednesday, May
13, an inter-sorority singing contest sponsored by the Order of the
Libra will be held on the bleachers.
Each sorority will sing one of
their own songs and one college
song. The Independents, who will
also participate, will sing two college songs.
The group winning the contest
will be given a prize on Honor's
Day, the first day in June.
The idea of the Libra in sponsoring such a contest is to arouse
interest in group singing at the
college. The students lack pep and
enthusiasm in their assembly sings
and the college is far from benefited by this fact. A good many
of the larger colleges in the country have been made famous by
their songs to the extent that
movie shorts are made of their
glee clubs. Everyone enjoys a good
sing and Libra is giving one to
the college.
In the fall, the Rat Committee
i-equested each member of the entering class to submit to them one
song with words of original composition set to music either familiar or original. This would not
have had to be done if the students had not heretofore lacked interest in their college songs. It
is therefore to stimulate a loyal
feeling for Rollins in the present
student body, and to arouse interest in outsiders through the medium of song that this contest is
being held.
The judges will be President
Holt, Miss Aroxie Hagopian and
Mr. Christopher Honaas, all well
acquainted with music.
In appreciation of what Libra is
doing for the college, the entii'e
student body is urged to attend.

VICTOR CHICOINE
IE
"What is That in Thy Divine
Hand?" is Sub jest
HAS SPOKEN

antispur

BEFORE

The sermon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel Sunday, May 17,
will be delivered by the Reverend
Victor B. Chicoine, pastor of the
Congregational Church in Winter
Park. His subject will be "What
Is That in Thy Divine Hand?"
Dr. Chicoine has appeared in the
Rollins pulpit sevei'al times, and
has been received so enthusiastically that the staff has been most
anxious to have him return.
After directing successful pastorates in Lynn, Mass., and in
Lydonville, Vt., he was summoned
to Winter Park to take charge of
the local church. He was born in
Cambridge, Mass., and received
his education at Boston University and at the Boston Divinity
School.
His stirring sermons are especially notable for their sincerity of
message, their direct and courageous presentation of a personal
gospel, and their application to the
world of today.

Dr. Denney Will Be
Seminar Speaker at
Rollins Art Studio
The Rollins Art Studio announces that at the Art Seminar
on Thursday morning, May 14, at
10:45, the speaker is to be the
Reverend William H. Denney, Jr.,
assistant at Knowles Memorial
Chapel, Rollins College. Mr. Den^ey's subject is "A Layman's View
of Religion and Art".

Contest
May 28

AH students expecting to
participate in the Sprague Oratorical are reminded that this
event will take place in the Annie Russell Theatre on Thursday, May 28.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

PRENTICE CHOSEN
STUDENT COUNCIL
1936-37 CHAIRMAN
Helene Keywan, Vice-Chairman, and Henry Garrigues
is Secretary

MRS. RAE GIVES
E

Prizes Offered by Pi Beta Phi
and Phi Delta Theta

Program of Folk Songs and
Sword Dance Presented

THIRD

ENACTED

IN

ELECTION HELD MAY 8

FAMOUS CELLIST
WILLTEACH HERE

Music of Bach and
Schonberg Played
On Weekly Concert

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
By FRED LIBERMAN
The "Rat" Hunters
Talk about cleaning up crime!
J. Edgar Hoover and his federal
G-men are after a new public enemy, a public enemy which Mr.
Hoover considers the real menace
to the proper administration of
justice. Political efforts are hindering the federal agencies in their
attempts to reduce crime, iand it
is to remedy this condition that the
G-Men are turning to new fields.
This month Mr. Hoover and his
associates have caught up with all
but one of the circle of kidnapers.
Most recently captured' are Alvin
Karpis, Harry Campbell and William Mahan. Each time the federal agents struck, the task was
done swiftly and without spilling
any blood. The chief of the federal men himself led the Karpis
capture. He said of the latter,
"Kax-pis shook all over—his voice,
his hands, his knees. That marked
him as a dirty, yellow rat." He
branded Campbell similarly.

'Double Doo/' to be Presented by
Rollins Student Company en May 22
By Staff Members

with Cricket Manwaring and
George Fuller as her assistants.
Betty Test is costume manager,
while Gulielma Daves and William Davies will take care of lighting and properties.
"Double Door" had a triumphant
run in both New York and London.
It was written by Elizabeth MacFadden.
" 'Double Door' is the sort of
husk a hungry man should sieze.
The audience shivered and sighed
with the most wholesome enjoyment."—N. Y. Times.
"At last a play that can be recommended heartily. Once you are
within the radius of 'Double Door'
you will remain transfixed until
you know what's behind it."—N.
Y. Mirror.
" 'Double Door' was thrilling for
the bitterly intense struggle carried on by Victoria Van Bret. I
have never seen a villainess receive
such hearty applause at the end of
a play."—Player's Magazine.
" 'Double Door' is colossal, almost incredible. It begins quietly,
though trenchantly; it gi-ows pantingly to a grand climax in full
stature; it subsides like a pricked
balloon, as Victoria Van Bret collapses."—The Era, Londno.
"Elizabeth
MacFadden,
the
American author of 'Duoble Door'
knows the value of suggestion.
That mysterious room meant melodrama. The audience sighed with
anticipation.
Beside the melodrama, the author has painted a
character of Victoria with telling
strokes."—The Chronicle, London.

This is the main speech contest
held during the year, and as usual
much interest has been manifested
among the student body. Several
students have already signified
their intentions of entering the
contest.
The orations must be original
and must contain at least 1000
words and not more than 1500. The
judges have not been selected as
yet, but they are asked to give
50% for the subject matter itself,
Members of Phi Beta Sponsor and 50% for the manner of pre
Amusing Comedy
tation.
Pi Beta Phi and Phi Delta
Theta have sponsored this contest,
FRANCES HYER STARS offering two prizes—$15 for first
prize, and $10 for the second pr
It is hoped that one of the other
By George Fuller
fraternities or sororities will offer
Last Wednesday morning at an a third prize of $5. The Sprague
all college assembly Phi Beta, pro(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
fessional music and dramatic fraternity, presented a farcical oneact comedy, "Livid Libido", a satire on psycho-analysis.
With an original, ultra sophisticated setting and a soft combination of lights, the actors set a fast
pace which never lagged. The
Lower division and extension
audience enjoyed the play to the students of the Rollins Conse
utmost as was evident from their tory of Music will be presented
applause and genuine laughter.
in a recital Wednesday night. May
The acting laurels go to Frances 13, at 8:15 in the Winter Park
Hyer in the role of the dumb Dora, Woman's Club. The public is
innocent sister. Helene Keywan vited without charge. Students
and Jere Collinson ran a close who will participate include Jean
second in their roles of the hobby- Twatchman, Ruth Lincoln, Will
struck, nagging wife, and the typi- Page, Amelia Dailey and Opal
cal, hen-pecked husband.
Peters, pianists; Herbert Smith,
Miss Clara Butler did an excel- Ruth Elizabeth Melcher, and Willent job in the direction. The Bard liam Vosburgh, violinists. A speof Avon once wrote, "Suit the ac- cial feature will be a duet by Miss
tion to the word"; this describes Peters and Miss Helen Moore, associate professor of piano.
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

"LIVID LIBIDO"
PRESENIED HERE

Concert to Be Held
By Lower Division
Students Tonight

So, the G-Men have debunked
the "bold, colorful gangster" theory. They have shown these men
as they are . . . cowards all the
way through. Now that the federal men are turning to the field'
of political and underworld connections, it is hoped that they will
keep up their good work. If it's
"rats" Mr. Hoover is after he
By Durl Rodgers
couldn't have chosen a better place
The election of Bryant Prentice
to look for them. Crooked, un- as president of the Student Counscrupulous politicians are the yel- cil marks the second year that the
lowest of the lot.
new constitution has been in effect. Previously, the president of
The League Again
"La guex'ra e finita—the war is this organization held practically
single power over the appointment
Last week. Premier Mussolini of the other offices of the school.
uttered this phrase to the world Now, the inner council conducts
outside, as well as to his fellow all business that cannot be done by
Italians. Peace has come, but it the whole council.
Mr. Prentice is very much in
is a typically Roman peace, such as
favor of this new constitution as
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)
he believes that it helps do away
with fraternity politics which were
prevalent on this campus a few
Weekly Movie Calendar so
years ago. He believes that open
and above board politics are healthy in any campus when they endeavor to bring out the best points
Friday only, "(Jfi
of the respective candidates runMha Hunt. Jiicki
ning for office, but only if, at the
BoaV' w i t h Iren
same time, they do not try and
Jones, Helen Mo
\V>dne»tilny. Tbu
run down the opposing candidates
for the same offices.
There has been some discussion
which did not come up at the time,
as to the constitutionality of the
past election that was run the
same way as the last election held
last year. It was not on a threefourths majority vote but rather
on a plurality basis.
Of this Mr. Pi-entice said, "This
year's election was run by last
und Friday, "Sky
year's officers of the Student
Council. Both candidates, in fact
all fifteen members of the new
council, accepted without question
only. '-Fanff.and Cla
its method of running the election.
Only afterwards was there any

Grace Terry and Henry Lauterbach on Inner Council
Bryant

Prentice

was

elected

SOUGHT chairman of the Rollins Student

As IS the case with everyone who makes news, Dr. Francis E. Townsend is caUed upon to face a battery of cameramen almost every day. Here the California physician, father of the Old Age Revolving Pension plan, is shown obliging photographers as he prepared to face the House committee
investigating operations ot the Townsend organization. Soon after this picture was taken, the committee hearing was postponed for two weeit*.

The sword dance, performed by
George Fuller, Dante Bergonzi, Enrico Tamburini to Succeed
Norris Clark, Red Rae, William
Leonard Krupnick
Page and William Vosburgh, was
an example of folk-dancing in its
most interesting phase; as directly DIRECTOR OF SYMPHONY
interpretive of the spirit of a time
and of a people or a place. Called
Enrico Tamburini, cellist, conthe Kirby Malzeerd for the small
village of that name in England, certist, and conductor of the
the dance has an historic back- Wheeling (W. Va.) Symphony Orground of centuries of communal chestra since 1929, as acepted an
appointment as instructor of cello
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
in the Conservatory of Music at
Rollins College for next year,
President Hamilton Holt announced today.
Mr. Tamburini, a native of Italy,
studied cello under several master
musicians in Italy, Paris and VienOn Sunday evening, the weekly na, and was a student of solfeggio,
concert of phonograph records held theory, harmony and history in
in Mayflower Hall sponsored the Paris and of conducting in Vienna.
He served as band leader of the
music of Bach and Schonberg.
Bach's "Passacaglia and Fugue 140th Battery of Bombadier of the
in C Minor" was played by Stokow- Italian Army, first cellist of the
ski and the Philadelphia Symphony First Italian Army Orchestra, cellOrchestra. Schnoberg's tone poem ist of the Enos String Quartet in
for
string oi-chestra
entitled Trento, Italy, and cellist of the
"Transfigured Night" was per- Trento Opera House. He also
formed by Eugene Ormandy and toured as a cellist with different
the Minneapolis Symphony Or- organizations in Europe and the
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)
chestra.

The Rollins Studio Company will
present "Double Door", a melodrama of tremendous popularity on
its New York run, in the Annie
Russell Theatre on Friday, May 22.
This will be the last production
of the Student Company for the
1935-36 season.
Family pride like anything else
in this life can be pursued to a
fetish and from thereon to a mania
if one is inclined to dwell inordinately on such a hobby. The disease is apt to break out in mild
form in some old lady in any family—but with Victoria Van Bret it
pyramids into insanity.
Cruelly and relentlessly she
rules her family, her young halfbrother marries a girl of lower position and Victoria's cold rage is
fixed against the lovely bride. Her
cunning increases with her insanity and she steadily plans the girl's
unhappiness even to death. But
never once does she lose the outward calm of a born aristocrat. Always she commits her atrocities in
the manner of a ti"ue Van Bret.
The part of Victoria Van Bret
will be played by Ruth Dawson,
who so ably played the role of a
narcotic woman and mother in
"Children of the Moon". Others
in the cast will include: Peggy
Bashford, George Call, Betty Test,
George Fuller, Catherine Bailey,
Marlen Eldredge, William Pearce,
Paul Parker, Siley Vario, Bonar
Collinson, and Peter McCann.
Sydney Millar is stage manager

PRIZE

On Thursday evening. May 28,
the annual Sprague Oratorical
Contest will be held in the Annie
Russell Theatre, at 8:15. Prizes
are offered from a fund established by the Greek Letter organizations on the Rollins campus in
memory of Dr. Robert J. Sprague,
a former Professor of the College
of Sociology and Government.

THEATRE

On Friday, May 8, Mrs. Helen
Rae presented a program of English folk songs and a sword dance
at an all-college assembly in the
Annie Russell Theatre.
The four songs which occupied
the first part of the program, O,
Sally, My Dear, Mowing the Barley, The Foggy Dew, and' the
Keeper were rendered by the folk
dancing group with Hazel Bowen
and Walter Royall as soloists. The
songs were balladic in character
with a strong story interest. The
girls in the chorus were: Marjorie
Beisel, Eleanor Gissen, Pat Guppy, Barbara Bennett, Hazel Bowen,
Marion Galbraith, Hildegard Rees,
and Charlotte Cadman.

NUMBER 30

Council Meeting, Helene Keywan
elected vice-chairman, and
Henry Garrigues was elected secretary at the first meeting of the
council in the meeting room in
Knowles Hall last Friday, May 8,
All are three-year students and are
members of the Upper Division.
Henry Lauterbach and Grace
Terry were elected as the other
two members of the Inner Council which is comprised of three officers, two representatives, two
faculty mmebers and Mr. E. T.
Brown, treasurer of the college.
Under the new constitution
which was drawn up last year by
Robert Black, the officers were
elected by open ballot which is part
of the effort to eliminate politics.
Bryant Prentice is president of
the X Club. He serves on the
Chapel staff, is a member of Pi
Gamma Mu, tennis team, football
team, baseball team and has been
very active in intramurals during
the past three years.
Helene Keywan is an Independent. She is the newly elected
editor of the Tomokan, member of
Phi Beta, national honorary fraternity for women, is quite active
in Dramatics, being a member of
the Rollins Student Compnay, she
is a member of the Rollins Dance
Group, and has participated in all
the women's athletics offered at
Rollins.
Henry Garrigues is also an Independent. He has been active in
intramurals for the past three
years.
The candidates for chairman
were Bryant Prentice, Grace Terry and Henry Lauterbach.
The candidates for vice-chairman were Helen Keywan and
Grace Terry.
- The candidates for secretary
were Henry Garrigues and Jeanette Lichtenstein.
The candidates for the other two
members of the Inner Council were
Jeanette Lichtenstein, Henry Lauterbach, Ralph Gibbs, Grace Terry and John Nichols.

DENNY OELIVEliS

Student Interviews Prentice, Newly
Elected President of Student Council
controversy. Last year's council
realized the impracticability of a
three quarter majority vote; they
set a precedent by agreeing on using a plurality instead. It should
be stressed that this year's election was handled by them, and that
the two candidates for the recent
election simply accepted this method."
Mr. Prentice intends to propose
a suitable amendment to the constitution at the final meeting of
the new council. He means to put
it before the student body before
In closing he said, "Both my opponent and I were against politicing in the recent election. Most of
the 'lining up' of votes before the
election was done by a group backing neither Mr. Lauterbach or myself. Hank has expressed to mt
his willingness to accept the election as it occurred. We both feel
the Council of the past year acted
in good faith.
"At this time I would like to
publicly thank Mr. Lauterbach for
his sportsmanship and friendship
in cleaning up this controversy."

Talk Was Entitled "On Christian Motherhood"
TEXT

FROM

ST.

LUKE

The sermon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, May
10th, was given by the Reverend
William H. Denney, Jr. The sermon was entitled "On Christian
Motherhood". The text was taken
mainly from the second chapter of
the gospel according to St. Luke.
Mr. Denney gave a very stirring
and appropriate sermon revolving
around the ideal wife and mother.
"Since woman was made from a
rib taken from man's side, her
place is not above his head or below his feet, but beside him."
The invocation was led by William Wicker, and Ruth Dawson led
the litany. The lessons were taken
by Perry Oldham and Carl Howland.

$1500 is Spent Per
Month at O. S. U.
On Pin-Ball Games

The "Practical Pacifists" and the
"Student Americaneers" are
Ohio State students spend an
only peace organizations approved
average of $1500 a month on pinby the D. A. R.
ball games, according to a survey
made by the Ohio State Lantern.
Yale, Harvard, University of
Sixteen machines were found in
Wisconsin and University of Buf- the immediate environs of the unifalo men have leading positions or versity, located in ten different
the new GOP brain trust.
places of business.

THE

TWO

Many Faculty Members Will Teach or
Lecture at Summer Schools or Camps
For a number of members of the
Rollins College faculty, vacation
this summer means only a change
of scenery.
Several will be engaged in active
duty at summer camps and several
others will teach in summer schools
throughout the country.
Dr. Edwin Osgood Grover, professor of books, -will be busy this
summer directing his School of
English at Blowing Rock, N. C.
Last year the School of English
had its headquarters at Banners
Elk, N. C.
Edwin Granberry, assistant professor of English at Rollins, and
author, will join Dr. Grover's
School of English to conduct
courses in short story writing after
teaching during the first term at
the University of Florida summer
school.
Another Rollins faculty member
who will be at the University of
Florida summer school this year is
Dr. Earl S. Fleischman, professor
of drama and the speech arts.
Willard Wattles, professor of
English and Journalism, will teach
at the summer school of the Massachusetts State College.
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, professor of American Literature, will
return to the Bread Loaf School
in Vermont to give several courses.
Dr. Edwin L. Clarke, professor
of Sociology, has accepted an invitation to teach this summer at
Peabody Teachers' College in
Nashville, Tenn. Miss Audrey L.
Packham, associate professor of
Education, will be a member of the
summer school stfaf at the College
of William and Mary at Williamsburg, Va.
Miss Clara West Butler, instructor of drama, will return to the
Barnstormers, a summer stock
company in Tamworth, N. H., for
the season.
Edward F. Weinberg, professor

Studio Announces
Exhibition Of
Masterpieces
The Rollins Art Studio announces an exhibition of replicas
of famous sculptural masterpieces
by the late William Ordway Partridge. Pieces in the collection include a replica of the bust of
Burns which is in the library of
P. A. Valentine of New York, a
replica of a marble bust of Tennyson, the original of which is in the
library of the late Henry Van
Dyke, Princet on,N. J., a replica
of the heroic statue of William
Shakespeare in Lincoln Park, Chicago.

of mathematics, will return to the
Adirondacks to manage the summer school and camp of the Adirondack Catholic Club, Inc., on
Schroon Lake, N. Y. The camp is
conducted in cooperation with Manhattan College.
Fleetwood D. Peeples, director
of aquatic sports, will again be at
Camp Carolina, Brevard, N. C, as
a member of the administrative
staff.
President Hamilton Holt and
John Martin, professor of international relations, will be lecturers
at Mrs. Prestonia Mann Martin's
summer school at Huricane, in the
Adirondacks, this summer. The
school is organized for the discusof present-day issues. Other
Winter Park residents who will apc during the session as lecturand discussion leaders will in'-' oeo/iSGECMoiT
clude Irving Bacheller, Ray StanGeorge Holt has been appointed
nard Baker, Dr. Charles W. Dabney, Ernest Kilroe, Frances Kil- head of Admissions for Rollins
Edwin E. R. A. Seligman, and College.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Shippen.
Harry R. Pierce, professor of
public speaking. Miss Doris LeaSorority Sing Will Be
vitt, assistant to the director of
Held this Evening at 8
physical training for women, and
ther members of the Rollins
Tonight on the bleachers on
teaching staff, are making plans
to engage in summer camp or sum- the lakefront, Libra is sponsoring
a sorority sing at 8 o'clock.
school activities.
A prize, to be awarded on Honors Day, will be offered for the
best group of songs rendered in
this contest.

Folk Songs
STUDY IN EUROPE English
And Sword Dance
Staged by Mrs. Rae
Sailed for England on S. S.
Continued from page 1, col. 2)
Washington
TO RETURN IN OCTOBER
Dr. B. A. Burks, who left for
New York City last week, sailed
Wednesday on the S.S. Washington of the U. S. Line for England
to spend the summer in study and
travel in the British Isles. He expects to be away until October.
During his absence his offices in
Winter Park will be closed.
Dr. Burks will spend May and
June in London and, as a Fellow
of the American Medical Association, attend the International
Medical Clinic which opens its
meetings this year in London on
May 16. In July and August, Dr.
Burks will be in Scotland to attend the surgical clinic of the University of Edinburgh. Later he
will visit and study at the medical
centers of Glasgow and Dublin.
In late August, he plans to go
to the Continent to visit Paris and
Lyons, France, where he spent six
months in post graduate hospital
work in 1918 following the World
War. Before starting home, Dr.
Burks will visit Switzerland. He
expects to return to Winter Park
about October to re-open his of-

William Ordway Partridge was
a brother of Father Welles Mortimer Partridge, the last of the
"mendicant friars". Father Partridge was a schoolmate of President Hamilton Holt at Woodstock
Academy, in Connecticut, nearly
fifty years ago. He paid a visit
to Rollins College a little more
than a year ago in connection with
one of his tours throughout the
Dr. Burks, who came to Central
nation.
Florida ten years ago, has become
This exhibition will open Friday, one of the outstanding surgeons in
May 15, at the Art Studio.
the state. He hsa been resident
physician of Rollins College for
"More destructive than construc- ten years, and was health officer
tive" is the practice of working of Winter Park for six year. He
through college, says President Co assisted in establishing the Rollins
nant of Harvard.
College Infirmary which is considered a model institution of its kind.
The American Student Union
Dr. Burks has made a practice
was termed part of a "Communist- of spending his summers in study
controlled movement" by delgeates ever since he came to Central Florto the D. A. R. convention.
ida, by visiting well known clinics
and medical centers in Baltin
New York, Chicago, and Rochester,
Minn.

H.C.CONE
General
Contractor
and
Builder

Georg^e Holt

performance by the young men of
the village.
The dancers went through the
tricacies of the historic dance
with vigor and precision; wdth all
of the verve necessary to the support of the swoi-d motif.
A narrative thread was supplied
by Walter Royall, whose songs introduced the dancers, and by William Pearce, who took the part of
the jester, complete with fox tail
and dinner bell. . The traditional
flavor of the old dance was well
preserved.
The lighting for the sword dance
was particularly dramatic in its
use of contrasts.

Speech Contest to
Be Held at Theatre
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
Oratorical Contest is open to all
students in Rollins College. Anyone wishing to know more about
the contest should see Professor
Pierce at the Speech Studio immediately.
Copies of winning orations are
kept on file at the Speech Studio.
Anyone caring to see them may
have this opportunity. The orations of course, must be committed
and delivered verbatim.

Slump at Centre
College Due to
Victory in 1921
"The worst thing that ever happened to Centre College" was the
way Dr. Charles J. Turck, president, explained the famous victory of the "Praying Colonels"
over Harvard's 1921 football team.
Only 32 of the 134 freshmen attracted to the college as a result
of the victory stayed to graduate.

WINTER PARK,
FLORIDA

Checking Up

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13
German Folk Lore Assembly directed by Mrs.
Rae
5:30 p.m. Organ Vespers at the Knowles Memorial Chapel
7:30 p. m. Intersorority Sing sponsored by Libra on Bleach-

(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

Back to Normal
France moved to the left, but
America, sanely and soberly, clung
to the middle. That political liberalism is not dead in this country ,
proven by the returns of the
California primaries.
Looking at the Republican side
of the ledger, we find that the untructed delegation. Hoover-supported, defeated the Hearst-Mer1 backed Landon group. While
can't very well say that this
will seriously affect Mr. Landon's
chances for the Republican nomination, we may safely conclude
that the Republicans were resisting an effort by Hearst, a lifelong Democrat, and MeiTiam, most
unliked of governors, to seize the
party machine. It wasn't that the
California Republicans like Hoover
better than Landon, but that they
dislike men of the calibre of Hearst
and Merriam.
On the other side of the sheet,
we find that Roosevelt won the
Democratic primaries in the same
state by a six to one vote. This
is a sign that Mr. Sinclair's EPIC
Democrats and the McGroarty
Townsend Democrats have been
subdued sufficiently, if not altogether.
Radicalism can only prosper in
times when the people have given
up hope and faith in democracy.
The recent collapse of all the uprisings led by such men as Coughlin, Long and Talmadge marks another step in the recovery from the
recent crisis. The people of the
United States are more content to
await a slower program of internal reform than they were a year
ago.
A National Disgrace
You have to- hand it to the German people They may not be
what we would call a politically
minded people, but they do know
how to maintain an efficient commercial and air service. Last week
their giant dirigible Hindenburg
spanned the Atlantic Ocean in record time, landing at Lakehurst, N.
J., sixty-one and a half hours after
its departure from Germany. This
in itself is a notable advance in
air transportation, but means more
than just that.

8:16 p.m.

General Musical Recital at the Woman's Club
THURSDAY, MAY 14
International Relations Club meeting at Pugsley
SATURD.iY, MAY 16
8:15 p.m. Genei-al Musical Recital at the Woman's Club
8:15 p.m.

SUNDAY, MAY 17
Morning Meditation at the Knowles Memorial
Chapel
WEDNESDAY, MAY 20
5:30 p.m. Organ Vespers
8:15 p.m. Recital by Jack Carter at the Woman's Club
9:45 a.m.

From tne Dlimp Enterprise,
R e s e 11 lement Administrator
Rexlord G. Tugwell obtains a
bird's-eye view of progress on a
housing project at Greenbelt,
Md. ConsU-uction on the lowcost tiousing development is
VDder supervision of tlie Resettlement Administration-

A highly specialized Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Service—Don't take
chances with your clothes.
Summer Storage for Coats and Dresses

AMERICAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANING CO.
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 81-W

AROUND OTHER
CAMPI
(The Miami Student)
L. C. Smith Typxwritxrs Inc.

$50 Offered For Best
One-Act Play
Written
All students interested in having one-act plays published may
send their contributions to The
Quicksilver Associates, 63S8
Overbrook Avenue, Philadelphia.
A prize of $50 will be awarded to the best play accepted for
publication. For further details
see Peggy Moore.

TO BE HELD IN CHAPEL xst machinxs I havx xvxr had.

Play "Livid Libido"
Staged by Phi Beta
Liked by Audience
(Continued from page 1, col. 5)
exactly the accomplishment of
Miss Butler. The technical work,
handled entirely by Gulielma
Daves, would have done credit to
any professional stage.
The one flaw in the whole play
was when the old dramatic department's jinx popped up in the
form of inarticulation; one member of the cast entertained the
audience of the first five rows
only.
Nevertheless, Phi Beta
should be congratulated on its
bang-up program. It was a credit
to the theatre, and to the fraternity.
are a richer country; we have more
natural resources with which to
cnostruct better craft.
Our commercial and air record
is smudged with accidents. Three
out of four of our dirigibles have
gone down; the one remaining, the
Los Angeles, was built by the Germans. At sea we have fared no
better. We have witnessed two
major sea disasters in tTie last five
years. The conditions aboard our
ships are appalling. Investigations
have not been adequate in their
scope.
It's disgraceful that a nation as
far advanced as we claim to be allows such conditions to exist. We
sacrifice safety for haste, and national pride for incompetence. It's
about time we got down to work
and reformed the whole system.

Socialistic France
The recent French elections
swept into power the most radical
Socialistic slate in the history of
the Third French Republic. This
time, unlike past occasions, the
left wing is not divided in victory.
It is consolidated as the "Front
Populaire", and will assemble its
Ministry in three weeks time.
Why is it that Germany can fly
Whether or not this will benefit
dirigibles and float ships more the French people in the end is yet
safely than the United States? We

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
We solicit your business ;

LESLIE SPELMAN
Ifl GIVE LECTORE

Lecture-Recital on Pre-Bach Dxar Sir:
I havx just rxcxiv d onx of
Music to be Given Today

, home town <
Orlando, Phone 7690-7313

CHARLES WRIGHT
Hair Dresser

STUDENTS!

CALENDAR FOR COMING EVENTS
10:10 a.m.

a Caesar, and not a League of Nations, would desire it. II Duce is
determined that the peace terms
will be of his own dictation, for he
claims "Ethiopia is Italian".
The sanctions applied by the
League of Nations, accelerated the
pace set by the Italians in winning the war. It was necessary to
rush the campaign in order to forestall any possible effects of the
League's movement.
Though Mussolini is willing to
overlook the sanctions, in order to
help reorganize the League of Nations, and France will back it more
strongly under the new Leftist
government, the League is still
tottering dangerously. The British
government is seriously contemplating withdrawal, because of the
great loss of prestige it has suffered by the League's failure in
the Ethiopian crisis.
Should Britain withdraw from
the League, many smaller states
would follow suit, influenced by
similar reasons. The League of
Nations would then be reduced to
an alliance of France, Russia, and
Italy, together with a few of the >
lesser states, and civilization's finest monument would crumble.

Winter Park, Phone 413

9 Washington Arcade
Orlando, Fla.
Phone 3522
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T. G. LEE, DAIRY
Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products
Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor
WE SERVE ROLLINS
Phone 7300, Orlando

Builder of

Rollins' New
Dormitories

ROLLINS

Parents and Friends of the

Graduates
will find appropriate gifts including Hamilton, Elgin
and Waltham wrist watches, diamond rings, pen and
pencil sets and many other articles to please at

C. L. PRUYN'S
Corner Park Avenue and Morse Blvd.

your swxll typxwritxrs from a
frixnd. It is onx of thx smooth-

Leslie P. Spelman, talented
young organist and director of
music at Meredith College, Raleigh, N. C , will give a lecturerecital on pre-Bach music in
Knowles Memorial Chapel at Rollins College next Wednesday, May
13, at 5 P. M. The program will
be presented as the weekly organ
vespers but will begin a half-hour
earlier than usual.
Prof. Leslie is being brought to
Winter Park through the cooperation of the Winter Park and Orlando branch of the American
Guild of Organists and Rollins
College.
He is a graduate of Oberlin College and the Oberlin Conservatory,
and was a former student at the
University of Michigan. He has
taught at the William Woods College in Fulton, Mo., and was organist and choir master of the
American Church in Paris, France,
for two years. He is a Fellow of
the American Guild of Organists
and has been dean of the North
Carolina Chapter of the Guild for
three years.
' According to Organist Spelman,
there is a rich heritage of organ
music of the 17th century too little
known today. In this period the
organ was the most popular instrument, and most composers
were organists. Mr. Spelman will
play some examples of this music
and show how it leads up to the
work of Bach.
Admission to the lecture-recital
Wednesday is free to the public.

Your nxw typxwritxr sxxme to bx
vry quixt and writxs in pxrfxct
condition xxcxpt for onx kxyj
Xvxry timx I push thx "x" kxy,
it prints an x. Thx Ixttxr I am
spxaking about is thx fifth Ixttxr
in thx alphabxt.
I would apprxciatx it if you
would takx carx of this problem
at oncx.
Yours truly,
Jox Blow.

of great value just
so long as you are the one who
doesn't need it.—Reveille.
Youth is life untouched by tragedy.
Honesty is the best poverty.
—The Mississippian.
he that sitteth
tack,
For he shall ]
A Louisiana woman talked continuously for three days, according to a press association which
has a peculiar idea as to what constitutes news.—Olin Miller.

BUICK
PONTIAC
USED CARS
Convenient Terms Arranged

COMPLETE
SERVICE DEPARTMENT

Cellist to Accept
Position at Rollins

WE SOLICIT YOUR
BUSINESS

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

Orange Buick
Pontiac Co.

United States, before joining the
Wlheeling Symphony
Orchestra
seven years ago as its conductor.
Mr. Tamburini will succeed
Leonard Krupnick who has resigned.

330 N. Orange

Fred M. Floyd
345 E. Park Ave.

May 13, 1936.
Dear Rollins Girls:
Never have I seen such unbelievably inexpensive tea
gowns, and summer evening
dresses with every bit as
much charm as more expensive frocks. They are in the
ECONOMY SHOP on the
fourth floor of DICKSONIVES. The prices are ?6.95
and $10.95. They are in al!
colors and sizes and from 14
to 20. The materials and
mousseline de .sole, point
d'esprit and lace. I couldn't
resist showing you one so I
sketched it for you. Why not
look over the stock of DICKSON-IVES now.

A ROLLINS COLLEGE
SHOPPER

i/»«wf
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New German *Zep' Primed for First
Student Reviews '*South
Staff Member Discusses
Passenger-Mail Flight to the U. S,
Riding'' By Miss Holtby
Recently New Tax Bill
By ARTHUR DEAR, JR.
It is a regretful thing to state that "South Riding" by Winifred
Holtby cannot be finished very easily in one night; for it has more
than five hundred and fifty pages. This is a last novel by a young
woman who showed great promise. One month after it was finished
Miss Holtby died in London.
"South Riding" is a large panoramic work of the Yorkshire coun- subtle humor that appears from
try which Miss Holtby knew well. time to time in a most unexpected
Her mother served as an Alderman and delightful way. If one of the
on the County Council; and one of marks of a good book is its abilher main characters is a partial ity to withstand the test of being
portrait of her. The device used reread, why then this week is one
is the heading of each section of of those. For I have certain asthe book with an extract from the surance there will be many secminutes of the county council's tions in "South Riding" that I will
meeting, which deal with the new enjoy and treasure all the more in
bridges, public health and many their rereading.
others. From these diversified actions of the council we go out and
behind the scenes to the wide and
varied life of the county; and we
see how the measures affect the
county, the events that went into
the shaping of the measures.

PLANS STARTED

The author consequently has a
large number of characters, over
one hundred, which she handles and
makes alive with an astonishing
skill. There is Alderman Snaith,
the I'ich, calculating business man
and Councilman Robert Carne of
Maythorp Hall, a sporting farmer.
These two represent the new and
the old. Snaith is coming up and
Game's house is falling to pieces.
It is impossible to enumerate all
the side issues. Miss Holtby succeeds remarkably well in keeping
her main story in the foreground,
that of the story of Carne and the
love of Sarah Burton, the headmistress of the local high school
for the unfortunate farmer.

Two Men From Rollins to be
Chosen Soon
STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE

Two men from Rollins College
will soon be chosen to take part
in the exploration of the northern
Navajo country in Arizona and
Utah this summer.
The men may be students or instructors and must be interested in
engineering, archaeology, geology,
or in the biological sciences—or in
the management of a scientific exThis book is fascinating in its pedition, it has been announced by
penetrating revelation of human Dr. Charles Del Norte Winning,
values; its story qualities and for Field Director of the RainbowMonument Valley Expedition.
The expedition is to explore,
map, and study an area of some
3000 square miles in a remote re- )
gion that is probably farther from
a railroad than any other point in ,
Expert Repairing of All
the United States. Penetrating as
Makes Cars
far as possible by motor, the field
226 Church St.
party will then move equipment by
pack train up winding canyons out |
into Rainbow Plateau. Near the |
head of the Dogoszhi Biko, base
camp will be established, and from
INSURE IN SURE
this point scouting parties and
INSURANCE
scientific workers will push on
afoot.

Andy's Garage

Winter Park
Insurance Agency
Men's Alligator
Belts, 75c

Magic Novelty Shop
132 N. Orange

Orlando

Loose Leaf Supplies
Blank Books
Sheaffer, Parker,
Eversharp, Conklin,
Pens and Pencils
Artist Materials
Ribbons and Carbons
for all Machines
Typewriters for Rent
Underwood Sales Agency

O'Neal-Branch Co.
39 East Pine St.

Orlando

Ansel Franklin Hall, Chief, Division of Education and Forestry,
National Park Service, under
whose general direction the expedition is organized, states:
"We have already begun our explorations in that fascinating country of mesas, canyons, and deserts,
but have as yet covered only a
small portion of the area. About
the middle of June we are going
•back to take up the task of pushing out as far as possible into the
2000 or more square miles that lie
beyond our present horizons.
"Members of the staff will be
Dr. Charles Del Norte Winning of
New York University, Field Director, for the second year; Prof.
Tracy R. Kelley of the University
of California, Secretary; Lyndon
L. Hargrave of the Museum of
Northern Arizona, Archaeologist;
Prof. George Brainerd, Ohio State
University; John Wetherill, Custodian of Navajo National Monument for the National Park Service, will be Associate Field Director."

f\K or about May 6 the new
^ and mngnificent G e r m a n
Zeppelin, Hnidenburg, is scheduled to leave Frankfurt-amMam for the United States to inaugurate passenger, mail, ond
express air service across the
north Atlantic fn command of
tho great ship will be worldfamed Dr Hugo Eckener—still
recognized everywhere as one of
aviation's foremost figures, despite the Nazi decree forbidding
German newspapers to carry his
The dirigible experienced engine trouble returning from
South America on her maiden
voyage last month, and narrowly
escaped a forced landing. Repairs have been made and the
big Zeppelin is expected to complete the northern trip without
The Hindenburg will carry 50
passengers, a crew of 40, and
nearly 30,000 pounds of mail—
biggest pay load ever to start on
a flying trip.
rjR. ECKENER will pilot the
airship along the Main river
to its junction with the historic
Rhine and on over the valley of
that stream. Then, if the weather
is favorable, he will cross over
Holland, the North Sea. and the
British Istes.
Continuing on her north and
west course, the ship will swing
past the southern tip of Greenland, following the arc of the
Great Circle, down across Newfoundland and the Maritimes,
and over New England to the
Lakehurst, N. J., air station. If
the weather is bad, a more
southerly course will be followed.

student self-government, once
the objective of many a hardfought battle with administration
heads, is not so important to
American colleges today, and some
observers profess to believe that
lack of interest will finally cause
it to die out.
The College of William and
Mary, Norfolk division, is the lat-

project, each man sharing in the
work,'the field expenses, and the
benefits. The two men will be
chosen by Dr. Winning some time
during the next two weeks; meanwhile he will receive applications
sent to him at the Explorers' Club,
New York City. The remainder of
the party will be made up of men
from Princeton, Harvard, Chicago,
Stanford, and the University of
The expedition operates under a California, and several of the other
large
universities.
board of trustees, as a cooperative

OFFERS

Reasonable Rates
and

4.50-21
^^"^
4.75-19
«•'"'
5.25-17
'-'^
5.50-17
'-^^
Other sizes in proportion.

GOOD/VEAR

Good Schedules

p O M F O R T ? The new air
^ monarch stacks up well In
this department when compared
to the better ocean liners. Accommodations are s p a c i o u s .
While Dassengers on other Zeppelins travel in cars f.^Rtpned on
the ou*side of the bull, those on
the Gerrviqn dirigible ride in the
hull itf^elf. P>ecause of this feattirp. more room Is available for
bnfi^ nnsseneers and crew.
Ti^°re are two decks, with all
thp /r-nnelin's 25 cabins situated
on the unppr one. Kach cabin
has two berths, a table, mirrors.
two Innkers. hot and cold water.
Also on the unner deck are the
dining salon. lou"Pe, reading and
writing rooms. There is a piano
in the lounge.
Pas^ensfers will have plenty of
onnnrtunitv for exercise and
sightseeing on promenade decks,
which provide a walk 2fl0 feet
long. Kquipped with wide windows, these are on the port and
starboard sides.
i^N the lower deck are the
^^ shower baths, smoking room
and bar, kitchen and pantry.
Also on this deck, but separated
from passenger auarters, are the
mess halls for officers and crew

The Rollins Women's As
tion held the last of its three
ings a year in the college
last Saturday noon. There
sixty-five women present and
luncheon was served in the Monkey wing.
Miss Packham, president of the
association, presided over the business meeting and afterwards Dr.
Bertha D. Wright made a talk on
the economic situation in England.
This organization is made up of
the women of the Rollins faculty,
staff, and resident heads, also
wives of the faculty. Its purpose
is to plan ways of raising money
for the library.
est to drop its governing body. The
men's Student Senate resigned in a
body recently, with the statement
that "lack of student problems has
made these offices impracticable."
Dr. Aaron Bakst, Columbia
mathematician, every week receives two or three "solutions" of
mathematical problems that are
un solvable.

ALAN ANDERSON
Portrait and
Commercial Photographers
for
Rollins College "Tomokan"

Davis Office Supply

Seniors!—Personal Cards for
Commencement invitations. Per
100 cards, 95c, $1.65 and $1.95.

Rollins Press Store
Inc.

SANITARY
MEAT MARKET
Quality -:- Service

For further information call
F. L. Coward, agent.
Phone 109

Your Patronage is Appreciated

PORTRAIT
APPLICATION AND
PASSPORT PHOTOGRAPHS

19 E. Pine St. Orlando
Phone 4822

Strongest
Guarantee
Of Ice Cream
Purity

Southern
Dairies

Fine American Watches for

graduation

Price List Sent on Request:

SERVICE STORES
Orlando—Phone 4823

The trip will cost each passenger about $400, and take approximately 65 hours. The return journey will be made In
about 45 hours. Speedy for a
dirigible, the Hindenburg cruises
easily at 80 miles an hour.

Student Government Women's Association Rollins Art Studio
Will Die Out Thru Holds Final Meeting Holds Annual Fakir
Show for Students
Lack of Interest In College Commons

THE ATLANTIC COAST LINE

A Quality Tire at
Low Cost

The HindenbQre li s h o w n
above at the start of a test flight.
At right Is pictured the interior
of one of her staterooms.

Much criticism of the new tax bill has been based on the contention
that, taxing the undivided profits of corporations (that is the profits
that the corporations earn and put into their surplus accounts instead
paying out to stockholders in dividends), will discourage corporate
serves and ruin business. There are two sides to every question.
In the first place, corporations
still will have the option of not
It has proved to be the case 1
paying all their income out in divi- when a corporation has a nice i
dends and putting some of it (or large cushion, it tends to lean back
all, if they wish) into their sur- on the pillow and stop work when \
plus account; only then they will prices decline.
This naturally )
have to pay a heavy tax. If they means closing shops and throwing 1
don't want to pay any tax, they men out of work.
^
will, of course, have either to stop
On the other hand the corpora- \
making money or pay all the tion without the cushion has been j
money they do make to their stock- forced to lower its prices and try j
holders in dividends.
in every way possible to keep on |
If they elect to pay the tax, manufacturing goods and selling
then the argument that the tax will them as best it can to keep going. !
ruin reserves is obviously invalid, This, while it may cause unemploy- ;
because they will still be building ment if the company fails, does not
up their surplus account. So we throw so many men out of work •
must take for granted, for the sake because the corporation may fail •
of argument, what is very likely or may not fail, while it is almost -,
not to be the case, that the cor- certain that the large reserves of j
porations will pay out all their the cushioned corporations will al- i
earnnigs in dividends.
low them to rest back and they will '
From tbe point of view of the close their shops, to maintain j
purpose of founding a corporation prices.
I
in the first place, this is not an
This is what has proved to be ]
unmixed evil. The stockholders the case. It is not what may or ]
who are the owners of the corpora- may not happen.
i
tion buy their stock because they
There are of course many other want to make money on it. And alleged evils in the new tax bill, ;
the stockholders of most large cor- but if none of them prove any •
porations are changing all the worse than the one about ruin- ,
ing huge reserves, it does not seem ;
Brought down to a specific, fic- that the public has much to worry i
titious case for the sake of clar- about, except that the bill might j
ity, this would mean that if a man
i
members. The control car Is buys a share of stock in 1935, he*' not pass Congress.
The next most important objec- j
well forward and separated from
becomes an owner of that com- tion is that more money will be i
passenger and crew quarters.
It is unlikely that the Hinden- pany, entitled to his share of the
sed by the new bill than by the *
burg will continue regular flights profits of the company. If he sells
i now in effect—in other words •
between G e r m a n y and the his stock in 1936 he should have that it will increase taxes. But ,
United States, after this summer. received all the money that was
what can the public expect. We al- ;
Subsidies are necessary at presmade during 1935-36, from the lowed our representatives to vote j
ent for such service.
The Germans believe a single time he bought the stock until he for the Soldiers' Bonus. We have ^
craft cannot operate on an eflft- sold it.
to pay it out of our own pockets. J
cient schedule, and feel that
But let us assume that the cor- Federal expenditure in Florida >
weekly or semi-weekly service poration whpse stock he bought during the past year has been ap- '
must be instituted if full benefit
made ten dollars on each share of proximately $20 per capita and j
is to be realized. They look to
stock, but that the directors of the many of us wanted more. Somethe United States to build one or
corporation, using the proxies that body has to pay for this and that I
more big airships to operate on
north Atlantic schedules.
the stockholders send to them in- somebody is you and I, the tax- j
Since the American governstead of going to the stockholders' payer. In other words, we can't
ment seems cool toward operatmeetings, voted to pay only five have our cake and eat it too; so j
ing such a program with Gerdollars in dividends and to put the
should not object to heavier
many, it is probable that the
rest into surplus. Thus the man, taxation.
Hindenburg will join the Graf
who like many others sells his
in South American service this
Their bill includes a section deal- I
fall. This service will be exstock soon, loses half of what he ing with holding companies. Hold- '
panded to include weekly airshould receive in dividends.
ing companies deriving over 79% ^
ship and airplane sailings on
But this is not all that often of their income from securities of ,
probably a two-day schedule.
happens. It is unheard of, after a other corpoi-ations are to be heavicorporation has built up a huge ly taxed. To anyone who has stu- il
surplus, for the directors to take died the history of the evil, para- ;
the proxies they receive and vote sitic, holding company this is more to issue new stock without giving of a blessing to the public than •
the stockholders the right to buy anything else. There are desirableil
it first. The directors then buy holding companies, but this section!
it themselves at a preferential rate of the bill does not touch them. 1
The students of the Rollins Art and can then easily vote
Taken all in all, the new taxi
Studio gave a Fakir show last Fri- dividend. This is close to criminal bill, which fundamentally changes.^!
day night from 8:00 to 10 o'clock but it has happened, not openly of our tax system, is much more good^
at the studio.
than evil. As individuals consti-l
Guests were greeted by a sign
Another consideration as we look tuting the general public of Ameri-j
asking them to wash their feet be- at corporations without surplus
ca we should favor it.
^;
fore entering and the bucket pro- the effect of huge corporate si
vided for this purpose was filled pluses on the public at lai-;
Prof. John Gamble Kirkwood,'
with old paper cups and milk bot- These surpluses are said to
Cornell chemist, has been awarded!
tle tops. All the pictures on dis- cushions against the depressi(
play in the building were humor- We should see what has happened the 1936 Lang-muir award of $1000. i
ous and the walls were lined with to these cushions.
A heretofore unknown 16th een-'
regular class room chairs labeled
tury stained glass window has beeil=
valuable
vith
discovered in England by Prince-:
antique furniture.
EDA*S
ton scientists.
Refreshments w re served to the
BEAUTY
guests who called throughout the
SHOP
i.vpewriter Headquarters
"Beauty is A
evening.
Sales and Service
Adelaide Anderson and Bets
Duty"
New Portables, $39.50 to $62.50
Richards w re in charge of the
146 E. Park Ave.
All Makes Used Typewriters
decorations.
Phone 66
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HAMILTONS FROM $37.50
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Peace Bond Drive

?SnUttt0 §anJi0pur

STUDENT
OPINION

It is rather fitting that with the end of the
costly war the Italians have staged in Ethiopia, the Rollins Peace Society is making
final plans to launch a Peace Bond Drive on
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING
May 8. 193C.
the campus from May 15 to 18.
EDITORIAL
Editor of the Sandspur.
This is part of a national drive to raise
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, wellDear Editor:
$1,000,000
for
peace
education.
Peace
Bonds
tjuftded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
In view of certain facts and conare to be sold in denominations of one dollar
us gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vicditions that, have been presented
and up. Each purchaser can designate any
to me since the publication of the
torious in single combat and therefore without a
peace organization to receive forty per cent,
Inquiring Reporter in last week's
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cirof the proceeds of his money, while the reSandspur, I feel it necessary to exculation: all these will be found ufon investigation
mainder will go to the National Council for
plain that my answer was made in
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
1 flippant manner and did not rePrevention of War, for general peace educaSANDSPUR.
flect my real attitude on the qucstion. With this comes a free subscription
to Peace Action, the monthly peace magaSOC CHAKALES.
zine.
1935
Member
1936
Members of the local society are driving
PlssocidGcl GDlle&ide Press
Ordinarily, the business of apto
raise
enough
money
to
put
one
of
their
Distributor of
pointing faculty members and genrepresentative members in the field this sumeial staff of Rollins College is a
mer, as a worker in the Emergency Peace
principal concern of the trustees
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Campaign. They plan to solicit every resiand executive body governing our
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
dence hall, and to reach the faculty and staff
>=chooI. Though personal objections may be raised concerning
on campus. Upon curious investigation to
some of these choices, it is usualfind out whether or not the students in this
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
ly true that the students themorganization were really interested in this
at Interlachen
selves
are not completely and imdrive, we received the following retort from
TELEPHONE 187
partially qualified to criticize.
its president, Charles Allen:
However, when the living condiNational Adevrtising Representative;
"We are going to pay in some form, anyNATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
tions and more intimate, daily con420 Madison Avenue, New York City
how. It is better to give a little now for
tacts of the individual are concern400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
peace than to have to give much a little later
ed the matter certainly becomes an
for preventable war. People need to realize
affair in which the personal deSubscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
snes of the 1350 students should
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for that war costs much more money than
not be totally disregarded.
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
peace."
Last week, the annual assigning
With this sort of spirit in the members
of house mothers for the ensuing
of the Rollins Peace Society, they should go
Parlt', Florida
college year took place. The task
ot March S, 1879.
into the drive with whole-hearted enthuswas made more difficult in view
iasm. Half the battle is the way in which
of the fact that four of the presthey endorse their cause.
ent chaperons will not be needed
EDITORIAL STAFF
Rollins students should realize that this
after the various
off-campus
Editor
ROBERT H. VAN BEYNUM is not purely a fantastic idea that was born
groups have moved to the new
Associate Editor
JACK MacGAFFIN
dormitories. However, it seems apat Rollins, but part of a national drive among
News Editor
ISABELLE RODGERS
parent that in such a case, it would
Sports Editor
JACK MacGAFFIN the youth of the United States for peace.
be necessary to take many things
Peace is the essential basis on which any
Feature Editor
STEVEN BAMBERGER
into
consideration. Among other
Society Editor
LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT country progresses toward prosperity. Not
factors, ability and tact are imExchange Editor
CAROLYN BARRETT only peace with other countries, but peace
portant, but most of all is a pleasU^^mmSM
within the country is the problem we must
ing personality, and a nature that
ASSIST A.\TS
solve in the United States. Until we obtain
will permit confidences necessary.
this condition in our country we will have
Certainly the college years should
Dudley, Paul Bo
constant economic and political turmoil.
be the happiest and perhaps the
INTERCOLLEGIATE THOUGHT
most character-forming of one's
Because, since the last war, other peace
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER
The University of Detroit plans
life. How can they possibly be so
ins
have
failed,
we
should
consider
this
Emily Showalter, Carl Howland, James Holden, Louise
to dedicate a campus tree to the
MacPherson, Edith Stephan, Laura Lou Lincoln, Hen- new one seriously. Although this plan will
without the supervision- and guidry Stryker. Socrates Chakales, Helene Keywan, Jeff
Fiesta! Fiasco! Fiestal Yes friends, that's just what we enjoyed memory of Joyce Kilmer, warance of a confidante who will proLiberman, Perry Oldham, Paul Boring, Peggy White- not take hold instantly, as you can't educate
here last week. Practically everybody 'who amounted to anything (and time poet.—The Crimson-White.
ly, Molly Mergentine, Nan Poeller, Frances Hyer, Jane
vide friendship as well as discipline
Smith, Bill Bingham, Arthur Dear, William Scheu.
people overnight, the basic principles are a few that didn't) was kicked out of college and the administration,
for those living under her? There
sound and will be successful if we back and just for appearances sake, had to reinstate a few. When we say "just
Down with the tall, dark and
are a large number of Rollins stuBUSINESS STAFF
for appearances sake" we refer to the fact that students really are handsome male, say University of
uphold the Peace Bond Drive.
dents who believe that the choice
essential factors on any campus and judging by last week's pace, there Kentucky girls. They'd rather be
Business Manager
PAUL TWACHTMAN
of chaperons was made without
wouldn't have been any left in a period of ten days. We wonder what amused by "the comic type".
Advertising Commissioner
RICHARD ALTER
sufficient thought for the students
the dormitories and the faculty would have been used for if this had
Assistant
themselves, and possibly not unhappened, to say nothing of the administration.
Circulation Manager
ROBERT MacARTHUR
Medical student's love song:
prejudiced.
With only three weeks of the Spring term
Upon interviewing some of the
"Though you may have hypognosis
left, Rollins students begin their usual rush unfortunates regarding their fu- or some other peculiar phase of And Arterio-Scholerosis,
"Iron was discovered because
into the library to do a whole term's work ture plans, we received a great va- existence.
Microcaphaly, Paranoia, phobias too
riety of answers. Two said that
Yet you cause me anaesthesia
in this short period.
Another occurence which hap- Anorexia, paraesthesia,—
"Tobacco lowers the mentality
Some students are trying to make up in- they would try to enter Black
Mountain College as freshmen. pens to be entirely appropriate, Cause you're my sugar-cooky,
of the heart."
completes from the Fall and Winter terms
Another didn't know where he was considering the administration's Ducky Wucky you!
A few seniors are attempting to complete
going. He said that before he had recent actions, is the letter receiv"One difference betwene a presi—Swarthmore College.
extra subjects in order to reach the mini- come to Rollins he had never had ed by "Mink" Whitelaw. It stated,
dent and a king is that a king has
mum of hours required for their graduation. any difficulty
in ascertaining "Please be prepared to meet the
Men have done wonders ^^ ithWith the election of the new officers of
Why students resort to this method of where he was or where he was go- Upper Division Boar next Thurs- out hands, without feet, witl
the Student Council for 1936-37, there came "book larnin" is something that puzzles us. ing, but since attending this insti- day afternoon in Knowles Hall". eyes—but withou tbrains they
MODERN THOUGHT
Commonplaces never become
to an end the Council's first year of service Does it make the work any easier for you? tution it was all he could do to re- We're sure that this is a misprint helpless.—The Reveille.
tiresome. It is we who become
to the Rollins Campus.
member
where
he
had
been.
and
that
Carnegie
Hall
must
have
Does it give you any extra recreational time
tired when we cease to be curious
Still others, possessing an in- been meant.
I wish I were a moment
We applaud this group, whose able leader in the long run? Do you do the best possi
and appreciative.—Norman Rocksane love for Rollins and its ideals
When trying to interview some In my Professor's class
well.
has been Paul Ney, for their admirable work. ble work in this way?
Rollins employs the Conference Plan of and at the same time having two of those Winter Garden high school For no matter how idle moments
They have conducted their regime with wise
ears to the ground, decided to re- kiddies last week we were not a
"He always remembered to be a
deliberation, and have acted discreetly and working, which is laid out as the forty-hour sign, thereby saving several of the
little annoyed when we were mis- They always learn to pass.
gentleman, a thing which no genweek
of the working man. The professor's
correctly on the tasks put before them.
bored boards the trouble of jug- taken for hecklers and treated as
—Collegian.
tleman ever does."
course is supposed to be worked out so that gling with their decisions. This
This new form of student government was the student may do his daily work assigned game of ping-pong (ping, you're such. Such phrases as "Gowan
home, big boy", and "Ya wouldn't
devised by Robert Black, '35, under the su- him in the two hours of class. In this way in and pong, you're out) was finalfool me wouldja?" turned out to
pervision of Omicron Delta Kappa, and en- i the student is given evening for recreational ly won by the pongs, when Ander- be the commonest of all. However
son surprised "Ping" Holt with his despite these handicaps plus our
dorsed by Libra and Dr. Hamilton Holt. Rol- purposes.
lins students voted for the acceptance of this
Certainly this system is young and needs impetuous underhand service. The own natural reticence we finally
movement after the plan had been explained : much improvement, but it is substantial victor's only indulgence consisted did manage to ask them a question
of a promise of a return match— about whether they intended to
In the Rollins
Sandspur
and discussed at an all-college assembly.
enough so that students can do most of their a set-up—next fall.
come to Rollins next Fall. "Dunno
work in the alloted time.
The leaders of this movement had created
yet," they mumbled and we quit.
However,
the
most
pathetic
Eight Years Ago
We feel that if the students would work
The cockroaches, husky but upthis alternative plan of control so as to seThe annual picnic given by the popular denizens of Chase Hall, are
under the rules of the Conference Plan, they event of them all occurred when
The night watchman tells a
cure a more complete representation within
one ambitious individual, having
could complete their work, have ample time frantically wrestled with his type- pretty peculiar story about the faculty to the seniors will be to- fast disappearing from their custhe council, and to break down the powerful
for recreational purposes, do their best work writer the greater part of the timte he met one of the more promi- morrow at Daytona Beach. Sen- tomary lairs in our trunks, behind
political machines on campus.
iors, here's your chance to let the bookcases, and in our favorite paand avoid "the-end-of-the-term rush".
week, went over to one of the nent members of Chase Hall, faculty know what you really think
jamas. By experimentation it has
Last year's elections were successful in
coaches and asked him if he were lurching towards his domicile of them. Don't miss this golden
been found that a half-inch quid
around
six
in
the
morning.
After
eligible to take part in the athletic
that they had almost completely abolished
of Beechnut spat forcibly between
he had hiccoughed his winding way opportunity.
trip
with
the
team.
"Eligible
rash and unruly politics. Truly enough each
Every college in our land is the eyes will disgust a two-inch
across
half
of
the
campus
he
spied
heck," said the coach, "stroking"
representative from the social fraternities
known by some distinctive campus cockroach so that he rarely rehis chin, "you're not even in col- Oak and, with all the nonchalance
and sororities had been advised as how to
of a Munchausen, spoke up bright- feature. At Rollins we have what turns.
lege."
no
other college can duplicate.
vote. But after the elections there had been
ly,
"Fishin'
ought
to
be
purty
good
Germany's Von Hindenburg arrived in
And, before changing the sub- this time, e h ? "
Live oaks gray with Spanish moss, Four Years Ago
none of the hard feelings, dislike and dis- Lakehurst, New Jersey, in record breaking
ject, we feel that there are two
the blue waters fo Lake Virginia,
gust that had come with former elections.
The finding of an arrowhead in
time. Many visitors stormed to the airport
an interest stories that cannot
We wonder just who it was that moonlight and mocking birds.
the jaw of a mammoth, excavated
be ignored. I t seems that after called up Cloverleaf late one night
This year's procedure showed that politics to inspect the new wonder of the world.
No, students, the "boom" has not at Flagler Beach by members of
the "Student Standing Commit- and asked for "Punk" Anderson". . returned to Florida; neither are all
were not dominant within the whole student
had "sat on the naughty Who changed the stone plaques these gentlemen real estate sales- the Rollins Explorers Club, is aidbody, but among the Council members them', the victims decided to re- underneath the "Cat" and the men whom you see wearing golf ing science in establishing the age
II Duce made a spectacular speech to his
selves. Whether or not the authors of the
pair to Rollins Hall to sleep it off. "Fox". . . If Bill Wickers really pants around Chase. They are of man in Florida to the period of
country
and
the
world
on
the
Fascist
Emconstitution foresaw this obstacle, we canbehold! When they ar- made up the crack about what Rol- merely Rollins students who have about twenty thousand years ago.
not say. Our only fear is the possible jeal- pire. He said it was the beginning of a new
;re, they found, much to lins gold-diggers dig for . . . quartz. taken advantage of Boney-and
Quoting Student Opinion; I wish
ousy and clash that may occur among the Roman Empire, which had fallen 1,800 years their amazement and chagrin, that . . . If Frannie Southgate really
to express my extreme gratitude
Fisher's "knicker" sale.
before. One thinks of the old adage: DO AS Mr. Cook, charitable and loving took George Hack, bartender at
representatives of this body.
to the person in authority who is
Seven Years Ago
THE ROMANS DO.
father of that dormitory, had re- Harpers', up on his offer. (She
With clatter of nets and clink of responsible for the erection in the
We feel that this type of student governmoved all of their bedding and had told him that she wanted somebottles, the Rollins bugology ex- middle of the campus of a basement has been a decided improvement over
left them a note ordering them to thing from Harpers as a souvenir
perts took to the open road last ball diamond equipped with lights
immediately. This must be after being here for four years.
the former system, but that something more
On the same day that crippled relief strikweek in search of the golden per- for night playing. The measures
V Rollins spirit and one that George immediately offered himtaken to make Rollins not only an
can be done to eliminate the aftermath left ers from New York marched into Washinglever be duplicated in any self.) . . . If Bill Twitchell is still sonalities of bug-dom. Each bug- "outdoor college", but an "outdoor
in this year's election. The present consti- ton, taking over the conference room of the
other place. Not to be outdone by knitting in his music appreciation , ologist returned to campus to dis- college day and night" are most
tution is flexible enough so that it can be WPA building and refusing to move until
his, however, "economy-stricken" course. . . If anybody knows where play his bottleful of victims, and commendable.
changed without great difficulty.
with heartless glee, the lifelei
they personally see Administrator Hopkins, Jrown delivered the Napoleonic ProfesS'
Wattles' copy of "The | bodies were held up for inspection.
Excerpt of the statement of the
The Sandspur wishes to congratulate the Senator Rush Holt of West Virginia assailed troke by ordering that no meals Wild P
has disappeared to
Students of Rollins, appoint Sandspur policy for the coming
r
money
be
given
the
boys
or
newly elected officers, and hopes that their Hopkins on the graft of the WPA money in
. . . If everybody knows that Pro- yourselves a committee of one to year; The Sandspur will not dabble
girls,
despite
the
fact
that
they
year of service to Rollins will be advan- his state. To the strikers Hopkins was out
politics, although it will not
fifteen hundred miles away fessor Granberry is recovering search your own desks, tables, and
tageous and useful. May we add that the of town, while to Holt's questions he had no
home and finances. Our rapidly from his appendicitis op- bookshelves, and if possible, those hesitate to offer constructive critieration
and
if
we
are
going
to
get
of
your
neighbor,
for
some
books
cism
regarding Eollins institutions
Rcllins students should be proud of their answers. It's strange how he left town so
irer must certainly be a firm
into any trouble on account of this which are missing from the Eng- •egardless of interests that may be
government and endorse its leaders in their conveniently and how his tongue became believer in rugged-individualism
colyum. . .
lish department.
affected.
tied.
difficult duties.
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of Rollins.
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ROLLINS DEFEATED TWICE BY UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
HILLSBOROUGH HIGH
TO DEFEND STATE
BASEBALL TITLE
Winners of District Championships to Play at
Park Thursday
through
Saturday

IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS DEFENSE CRACKS
+ 4* +
•!• •^ •!•
4- + 4"
(Trader Hornsby Down St. I.oiiis Way Is Going to Show Baseball Even More
TO GIVE GATORS
if He Gets Hold oi' Some Gold, Martin Believes
BY PHILIP MARTIN
6-S; 8-6 VERDICTS

Winter

Hillsborough High School of Tampa will defend their state titl
against six other district champions in the sixteenth annual state high
school baseball tournament at Harper-Shepherd field Thursday, Friday and Saturday afternoons. Will Rogers, assistant director of Rollins' athletics, will be in charge of the tournament,
Hillsborough, title holders, and
Andrew Jackson High of Jacksonville, runner up last year, will be
the favorites as the teams begin
the annual seige on the state championship and the Spies trophy, donated by Spies Brothers of Chicago last year. The Tampans' win
last year was the first of the three
required to retain permanent pos- Tentative Return Meet Slated
session of the trophy. Bradenton
For Saturday
took permanent possession of the
old trophy in 1934 by winning the
championship three times.
NICHOLS DROPS DIVING

M i l SWIM TEAM
DEFEATS ROLLINS

Teams winning the championship in their respective districts
and entered in the Rollins tournament are as follows:
District No. 3, Andrew Jackson
(Jackson'ville); No. 4, Ocala; No.
5, New Smyrna; No. 6, Lakeland;
No. 7, Hillsborough (Tampa); No.
8, Miami Edison (Miami).
District No. 1 will not be represented at the state meet this year
according to an announcement by
Will Rogers. District No. 2 will
be represented by the winner of a
game between the Leon High, Tallahassee, and Quincy.
With the seven teams competing, the first round will be played
at 4 P. M. Thursday when Lakeland will tie up with New Smyrna.
Friday at 8 A. M. Andrew Jackson will fight it out with Ocala and
at 10 A. M. Hillsborough will meet
Miami Edison.
The semi-final games Friday
afternoon are scheduled for 2 and
4 p. m., with the final championship game at 3 p. m. Saturday.
Ed Overstreet and Buck Taylor,
both well known baseball men, will
umpire the games.

T. K . N . D e f e a t s
Faculty Team in
Diamondball Game
The mighty Faculty diamond ball
team went down to a crushing 12:5
defeat at the hands of the Theta
Kappa Nus lasb week. It was their
first setback in two years, having
trimmed last year's varsity basebal Iteam when the latter turned
to the soft ball game.
Hank Lauterback pitched good
ball team when the latter turned
fraternity boys were plastering
Prof. Ray Smith's offerings to all
corners of the lot.
Thursday, the faculty turned
with all its fury on an all-star aggregation to pound out an 8-5 vic-

NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS

Baseball:
Friday
University of Florida—Gainesville
Saturday Un
sity of Florida—Gainesville
Swimming:
Un rersity of Miami—Winter Park (tentative)
an River School—Lake Maitland

INTRAMURAL EVENTS
4 p.
5 p.

baseball there would have been no need for squeeze plays or anything like them. Florida was a better team than most of us expected, but the team that beat Oglethorpe should have been able
to take the Gators.
The answer seems to be that Rollins hasn't got such a hot baseball team after all. When the goings easy they look good, hut when
the big game comes around all nine of them tighten up and look like
bunch of class D ball players in a practice game with a big
league team in mid-season.

VARSITY EVENTS

Diamondball:
Monday, May 11

Rogers Hornsby, right, and
tuo of his "miracles." Below is
"Moose' Solters. whom the Rajah has transformed into a topnotch batsman. Rollic Ilemsley
lo\vpr riffht, is socking the ball
with all thc gusto Vk.ith which ho
used to poke cab drivers before
IIornsh> took hold of him

ton Red Sox, but aided by some
ad\ice fiom the Rajah, he started
a battmg spice that's still going
Rollins dropped a 48-17 decision
He wound up v\jth a nifty 319
last fall
Tom Cnrey, bought
to the University of Miami Hurrifrom Rochester at a birgTn
cane's aquatic team last Saturday
basement price took Melillo s
in the Coral Gables pool.
place
and
hit
201
T ATEST profitable maneuver of
Billy Quayle led the Hurricanes
• the scheming Hornsby was
by taking first place in the 55 and
the sending of Jack Burns to De•DOLLIE HEMSLEY—erstwhile
220-yard free style events and was
troit for Pitcher Hogsett and
problem child of baseball and
anchor man on the 220-yard free
feme coin. Burns, who takes the
the taxi drivers' scourge—beinjured Hank Greenburg's job on
came a boy scout under Hornsstyle relay team. Rollins failed
first, had been shoved off the
by's guidance. The Missouri
to win a single first place.
Brownie initial sack by aging
farmer now is rated the second
Jack Burr, Jr., scored 111 points Hm Bottomley.
best catcher in the loop. Mickey
in the high board diving to edge
Cochrane used him the entire
Sunny Jim, batting In the
Johnny Nichols, with 107i^ points. clean-up position, has been sockroute in last year's all-star tussle.
220-yard free style—Won by ing the apple much as he did
One of the 1935 pitching
Quayle, Miami; second, Taylor, Mi- back in the days when he and, standouts was Ivy Paul Andrews,
another Hornsby miracle. Anami; third Wallace, Rollins. Time, Flornsby were the big guns for
the Cardinals and about the most
drews didn't show much with
2:24.5.
[eared duo in either league.
the Yanks and Hed Sox.
220-yard free style relay—Won
Before joining the Browns last
Then there is Lyn Lary, who
by Miami (Burr, Berg, Taylor, (pring, Bottomley had done
b l o s s o m e d into one ol the
league's most finished shortstops
Quayle); second, Rollins (Wallace, Bothing much during three seaand baserunners. ' Vashington
Alter, Smith, Nichols). Time 1:55. tons with the Cincinnati Reds.
Hornsby got Julius Solters and
let him go for Alan Strange,
110-yard Breast Stroke—Won by flO,000 for Second Baseman Mewho has passed out of the big
Williams, Miami; second, MacAr- illo last year.
Solters had
time.
thur, Rollins; third, Costello, Rollopped at the plate for the BosPitchers Sugar Cain and Malins. Time, 1:28.6.
110-yard Back Stroke—Won by
Berg, Miami; second, Lebow, Miami; third, Wallace, Rollins. Time,
1:24.7.
55-yard Free Style—Won by
Quayle, Miami; second, Nichols,
Rollins; third, Burr, Miami. Time,
By Jack
MacGaffin
:27.
440-yard Free Style—Won by
Taylor, Miami; second. Berg, MiLast fall, when we started v>I'iting this column, we made some preami; third. Alter, Rollins. Time, dictions about football and we: e wrong. During the winter term we
5:44.6.
le more about crew and wei i wrong again. Last week we thought
A tentative return engagement
had an air tight propositio: ,, but, well, you know the answer.
with the Hurricanes is scheduled
for Saturday afternoon here at
Friday's and Saturday's games were so sad we hate to talk
Lake Virginia.
about them. We've heard of games being given away, but this
is the first time that we have ever seen it happen two days in a
tory and avenge the week's earlier
row. Any one of the first three diamond-ball teams in college
defeat. Kinsley, faculty twirler,
could have done just about as well.
with fine fielding support managed
to survive the full nine innings.
Now that it is all over it would be easy enough to sit back and point
Except for the fifth and seventh out where the mistakes in strategy were made and how the game
innings the all-star pitchers, Gene should have been played. There is no point in that and besides, at
Smith and Tom Powell, were effec- the time, one guess was as good as another and you couldn't tell which
tive, but in these innings the faculright until too late.
ty bunched their hits to sew up
the game.
The most deplorable point is that if the Tars had been playing

WEEK'S SPORT SCHEDULE

Saturday
Crew:

rPHOSE second-hand St. Louis
•*• Browns are becoming flies in
the American League ointment.
Loudest screams are coming
from the other clubs because of
the small crowds which greet
them in the Missouri city. Less
noisy are their complaints about
the manhandlings they receive
Trom Rogers Hornsby's conglomeration and the way the old
Rajah makes ballplayers out of
their castoffs.
The Browns are way down the
ladder right now, but they've
been plenty tough in losing. Last
^^ear they played the best ball in
ihe league during the second
half of the season. Should they
get started a bit earlier this
campaign, anything might happen.
Hornsby has proved himself
lust about the smartest man in
baseball. The Browns are owned
by the estate of the late Phil
Ball. Under this setup, the Rajah has had a mighty hard time
laying his hands on some cash.
Bo he traded well-thought-of
players for money and alleged
cripples and prima donnas.
What's more, he wound up with
G pretty fair bunch of hustlers—
and a wad of lucre.

-K. A. vs. E. H.
-X. C.
P. D. T.

Wednesday, May 13 4 p.
6 p.

,—R. L. N. vs. T. K. N.
K. A. vs. P. D. T.

Thursday, May 15

.—R. H. vs.. R. L. N.
—P. D. T. • R. L. N.

Florida High School Baseball Tournament
Thursday, 4 p. m.—First round ganie.
Friday, 8 and 10 a. m.—Second round games.
Friday, Z and 4 p. m.—Semi-final games.

Next week when the MacDowallmen go to Gainesville, we hope
that they will be over their fright and will play some real baseball. If they do it will give the Gators a big surprise and a goodl
deal of pleasure to those who remain in Winter Park.

Eleven Errors Made by Tars in Last Home
Play in Gainesville
Friday
and
Saturday

A listless Tar baseball team dumped a pair of wins into the lap of
a scrapping University of Florida aggregation last week-end at Harper-Shepherd field. The Gators copping the first game Friday by a
6-5 score and Saturday's game by an 8-6 count. A total of eleven
errors by the locals plus a potent Florida attack submerged the pregame favored Tars in their final home stand.
In the opening game Friday,
Goose Kettles and Kerby hooked Florida tally in the third knotted
at two all. Rollins pickup in a scoreless hurler's duel for
the first five innings. Both teams ed up another run in the fifth but
drew blood in the sixth with the Florida came back with a four-run
Gators tallying in their half and fiasco in their half of the sixth,
the Tars retaliating with a three- while the Tars were able to gather
ly one marker. The Gators
run spree on a walk and four sininto the ninth with a one
gles. Both teams eked out a run
lead and scored twice more on
apiece in the eighth frame to send
the Tars into the ninth with a two a single, double and error to bring
run lead. Two walks, and a pair their total up to eight runs. A
of errors coupled with two hits by desperate scoring attempt by the
the upstaters enabled them to dig Tars netted only one run in the
the ninth, falling short of
the game out of the fire and chalk
the University boys' total by two
up a win.

haffc\, and Outfielder Coleman,
came fiom the Athletics; Cain
and Coleman in exchange for
George Blaeholder, and Mahaffey via the waiver route. Ray
Pepper eluded the C a r d i n a l
chain gang.
Give Hornsby a couple of
pitchers and his makeshift team
will go places. And when this
happens, it is our guess that the
Brownies will pull more customers through the Sportsman's
Park turnstiles than will the col
orful, fighting Cards,

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS
The women's intra-mural games
are drawing to an exciting finish
with the three leading teams. Gamma Phi Beta, Pi Beta Phi and Kappa Alpha Theta running a close
race.
Competition in archery,
baseball and volleyball is yet to be
finished to determine the winner
of the Landers' trophy.
The tennis tournament
i play.
ed in four flights th(
which were:
First flighl^Tubbs.
Second flight—Greene.
Third flight—Manwaring.
Fourth flight—Ban-ett.
In the volleyball tournament,
three teams, Independents, Thetas
and Gamma Phis are tied thus far.
The intramural archery tournament will start Tuesday with eight
teams competing. The high point
team on the three-day shoot will
be awarded the championship.
The following sororities are represented: Pi Beta Phi, Harding and
Getteys; Theta, MacPherson and
Dawson; Kappa, Smith and Winton; Lakeside, Parker and Bird;
Phi Mu, Virginia Orebuagh; Gamma Phi, Crosby and Dean; Alpha
Phi, Norton and Clark; Independent, Marsh and Gardner.

Nothing is more startling than
to encounter a member of a Harwe wish to comment
With the intramural sea;
almost at ;
lem colony and have him address
three houses in the
again on the fact that for
you with a Scottish burr or a spiffy
running for the Gary Trophy instead of two. Competition has been
Oxford accent. These negroes are
keener this year than any since this writer has been at Rollins.
largely from British possessions
and sling words around in a manThe monopoly which the two houses had in the past was a
ner to give Leslie Howard pause.
bad thing for intramurals in general. The present set-up should
—George Turner.
do much to revive interest in the houses which have not been able
to turn out winning teams in the past.
The most
i, tender, passionate love s
are those that
And we were waiting for this
At the Texas Centennial recentare projected
the footlights
tuple syllogism to be brought up:
ly Sally Rand offered this advice
through
without actual
Marriage is an institution.
contact.^Laurette
Taylo
without charge: "People don't go
Love is blind.
to expositions to get educated.
Therefore marriage is an instiThey go to see things that they tution
the blind.
—The Maroon.
don't see at home."—Bearcat.
[

Saturday, 3 p. m.—Final championship game.

Kettles gave up seven hits in the
seven and two-thirds innings that
he occupied the mound. Al Stoddard replaced him to give up two
hits and another tally to receive
credit for the loss. Jim Mobley
was then called in from left field
after one was out in the ninth. Jim
was nicked for two hits, but the
altering Tar innerworks folded up
to hand the visitors three runs and
the ball game

Coach Jack McDowall sent every
pitcher at his command to the box
during the game to stem the tide
but the erring support of the Tars
ruined their effectiveness. Jim
Mobley started the game and gave
up nine hits during the five and
two-thirds innings that he toiled.
Hal Brady hurled the remainder of
the sixth, giving up two hits during a disastrous fourth inning
spree by the upstaters. McPherson was then rushed into the box
and hurled hitless ball during the
next two innings. Don Murray was
inserted in the lineup as a pinch
hitter for McPherson in the last
of the eighth and Kettles, who
caught the first eight innings, was
sent to the mound and yielded two
singles.

Kirby, Kettles, Brady, Levy, and
Hoskins contributed two hits each
to the Rollins total of eleven hits,
Georgie Miller slapped out a double for the only extra base hit of
the game. The Gators were able
to get nine hits, but the generosity
of the locals made up the difference. Jack Clark, Gator shortstop,
led their attack with three hits and
Kirby, Mobley, Kettles and Gilscored the visitors' only earned
lespie collected two hits each to
run on a single by Mizell in
lead the Tar offensive attack.
eighth.
Mobley and Kirby banged out doubles for the only extra base hits of
The second game Saturday
the locals. Eppert, Proctor, Long,
an even more disastrous affair for and Clark gathered two hits apiece
the Winter Parkers. Six error to lead the Gator assault with one
plus an 11-hit barrage off a parad of Clark's hits going for a double.
of the Rollins pitching staff re
Next week-end the Tars journey
suited in an 8-6 decision for the to Gainesville for a two game
Florida boys.
series with the University of FlorBoth teams scored in the second ida. These two games are the last
inning with Rollins edging their on the season's schedule for the
opponents by one run. Anothe Tars.

Gary Cup Standings
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Intramural Shell
Takes Lacing From
Indian River Crew
An intramural crew team, composed of Bill Wicker, Bill Law,
Mink Whitelaw and Jere Collinson,
took a severe lacing from the Indian River school ci jw team last
Saturday afternoon i 1 New Smyrno. The Rollins ] ids finished
from eight to ten 1 ngths behind
the Indian Ri
A return engagement between
the Indian River crew and a four
oared Rollins shell is slated for
Saturday afternoon over the Lake
Maitland course.

Kediettes
The

smart

summer

sport shoes for
women
$1.50

SAY IT
WITH FLOWERS

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

Thames'

Game»;

—j

MARKETESSEN

French Dry Cleaners
"Established Half Century"
Winter Park Office
348 E. Park Ave.

Caruthers Violet
Dell Florist
Phone
418

SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG., ORLANDO
Free Delivery Service to Rollins
Phone 4434

All white, blue and white;
red and white.

R. C. BAKER, Inc.
"At the Comer, Downtown"

THE

THE
ROLLINS BUYS
PENCIL SKETCH Inquiring Reporter
"Cervantes House" is Work of
Senorita Lamarqiie
ADDED TO COLLECTION

This Week's Question: "Do you think that there
is a 'Stooge System' at Rollins?"
Betty Trevor: Definitely, no. There are plenty of ways for
the Administration to discover things without using such an
underhanded method, and furthermore no such organization
eould be kept in such perfect secrecy. Someone would divulge
the inner workings of the system.
Bill Carmody: In any small community such as Rollins there
are innocent gossip mongers, who push a story until even the
administration is well aware of the details. Thus we have a
"Stooge System" far more thorough than any hired staff
could ever hope to be.
Barbara Conner: Yes, there are "stooges" in some cases, but
I don't think it could be called system.
Jack Brabant: "Heavens, No! My little ones, he moaned
looking just crucified with sorrow." It's very obvious the Inquiring Reporter hasn't read the catalogue.
Perry Oldham: I've never come in contact with such a system on campus, and I don't believe the Administration would
sponsor anything of that kind.
Carroll Goodwin: I like to think there is not a "Stooge System" at Rollins, but did you ever see a man trying to catch
a fish without using a worm ?

Rollins College has announced
the purchase of a pencil point j
sketch of "Cervantes House, Toledo, Spain", by Senorita Maria
Pepa Lamarque, Cuban painter, to
be added to the permanent collection of paintings at the college.
The sketch was one of 60 pictures by Miss Lamarque which
were exhibited at the Woman's
Club in Winter Park from April
3 to 6 this year, and at the annual Cervantes Day celebration at
Rollins College on Sunday, April
26. The Winter Park exhibition
was the first shown in America of
the work of the eminent Cuban
artist.
Last week, the exhibit was featured in Miami at the annual convention of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs.
The Lamarque exhibition will
be taken to Mexico City next
month. Later Mrs. Edith Tadd
Walking classes—but for credit!
Little, Winter Park artist and exhibition manager, will take the —are a few feature of Cornell's
curriculum
for women.
collection to New York City.
Every afternoon at 2:30, 3:30,
Dr. William H. Fox, trustee diand
4:30,
a
group of eager co-ed
rector of the Rollins Art Department, headed the committee of se- pedestrians swings away from the
lection which chose Miss La- women's gym—except on Saturmarque's rendition of Cervantes day, when 2:10 has been named
as the official hour.
house for the Rollins collection.
The Cornell Daily Sun, in reMiss Lamarque, who has studied
art in Havana, Italy, Paris, Bel- porting this latest educational degium, and New York, has fought velopment, states only the bare
her way to success without the aid facts, leaving some phases unexof financial support or influence plained.
For instance, the Saturday walks
from family or friends.
will be through the Taughannock
As a young art student in Cuba
and Buttermilk Gorges (both up
under the noted art teacher, Leoand back, rain or shine!) and
poldo Romanach, she took several
"transportation will be furnished."
prizes and also won an award of
Even though the gorges are
$500 for landscape in the National
three or four miles out of town,
Academy of Arts and Letters.
it looks like a snap course.
About this time she showed a
strong predilection for sketching
the heads of old men, "haloed with
the white nimbus of eternity and
mystery".
The young painter's first media
was oil. Later she turned to pasThe college writer is imitative,
tels and then to pencil point
usually of the latest literary sensketches, using reddish orange
sation, and lacks the wide experitones. Converting money she made
ence in living necessary for basifrom these sketches she traveled
cally sound' work.
through Europe and, in time, beSo said Warren E. Bower, editor
came a pupil of the Dutch painter,
of the anthology "The College
Inseerdaack, at Bruges.
Writer", addressing the IntercolInseerdaack, realizing Miss La- legiate Writers' Conference held
marque's unusual talent, advised recently at New Jersey College for
her to study under no more mas- Women here.
ters but to develop her own inThe "little magazine", is ideally
dividuality. "Paint, Mademoiselle,"
fitted to serve as a proving ground
he said, "but paint alone."
for the young writer. Bower said,
since it offers stimulation and encouragement without having prohibitive standards.

Miriam Barnhill Is
Walking: Classes
Wed to Ted Kew In
Are New Feature
Chapel on Saturday
For College Girls
Miss Miriam Barnhill was married to Ted Kew in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel Saturday morning at 10 o'clock.
Miss Barnhill was formerly
proctor of Cloverleaf dormitory
here as well as a student. Since
her graduation two years ago she
has been teaching school near Fort
Lauderdale.
Mr. Kew was assistant in the
science department of Rollins for
several years.
The bride wore a white suit and
was unattended. The couple left
immediately after the ceremony by
motor.

RCLLINS

SOCIAL UICULIGNTS
K. A. Entertains
With House Dance
The Kappa Alpha fraternity entertained at a house dance last
Friday night on their outside dance
floor behind the chapter house. In
vited guests were representatives
from other fraternities on campus,
several K. A. alumni from Orlando, Dr. Holt, Mrs. Rotival, and
Professor Hanna.
Punch and cookies were se:
late in the evening.

New Officers Are
Announced for Phi
Delta Theta Monday
Charles W. Allen, Jr., of Glenview, Kentucky, succeeded Howard
W. Showalter, Jr. as president of
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta
at the chapter's regular meeting
Monday evening. Others receiving
offices include Robert H. Van Beynum, reporter; Dante Cetrulo,
warden; Alan Taulbee, secretary,
and Donald Murray, treasurer.

Frances Grant is
Wed to Don Morris
The marriage of Frances Grant,
student at Rollins this year and
iber of Gamma Phi Beta sorority, to Donald Morris, son of
Winter Park's chief of police, in
March has lecently been announced.

"Gloomy Sunday", the melancholy song which was responsible
for 19 suicides in Hungary before i
the authorities banned it—at least j
so says the publisher's pressagent—has been named as the!
cause of the death of an Ameri- j
can college student.
j
John Granville Williams, graduate student in chemistry at the
University of Michigan, is said to
have hanged himself after listening to an American orchestra's recording of the song.

Ends Curled
From now until June first our
beauty parlor will curl the ends
of your hair by the Kalor machineless method
(regularly
$5.00) for $4.00, or with a machine for the same price. Phone
6141 for your appointment or
all
person.

Free carburetor check-up with
the Weidenhoff
"Moto-Vita"
Gas Analyzer which tells true
conditions of carburetion.

AL HUPPEL
SPECIALIZED SERVICE
W. Central Ave.
Orlando

Ceylon is famous for Spices
Brazil is famous for Coffee

Graduation Special!

$4.00
Second Floor

Yowell-Drew's

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
Miss Swartz and Mrs. Cook,
from the Rollins Infirmary, went
to Tampa last Thursday night to
attend a banquet.
Betty Test and John Bullock
spent this week-end in Miami.
Jane Sensenbrenner visited her
family in Daytona over the weekend.
Kay Jones and Dot Potter were
in Gainesville over Saturday and
Sunday on A. T. O. bids.
Eleanor Roe, Johnnie Nichols,
Marilyn Tubbs, Freling Smith and
Dean Sprague spent the week-end
in Miami.
Charline Jamin was in St.
Petersburg visiting her parents.
Joy Billingsley went home with
Betty Short to Clermont for the
week-end.
Barbara Conner went to Indian
River City to visit her parents Saturday and Sunday.
Marie Winton went home to
Tampa for the week-end, Sara
Eliot went home to Jacksonville,
and Anne Earle went home to St.
Petersburg.
Leah Jeanne Bartlett visited the
A. T. 0. house in Gainesville Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
This week-end Betty Butzel visited friends in Mt. Dora.

Informal Dinner
Held by 0. D. K.

Profiteers of Future Wars at
Rensslaer Polytech broke up a
peace play the other day, declarThe members of Omicron Delta
ing peace to be inimicable to their Kappa had an informal dinner in
interests.
commons Wednesday night.
These dinners occur every two
A Univei'sity of Wisconsin beau- weeks and are used as a means
Orville Love and Cecil Haight ty is endeavoring to make tinfoil- of bringing the fraternity togeths well as for discussion of busiare physics lab partners at Mon- saving "smart". She would send
tana State College.
the profits to Chinese

"College Writer is
Usually Imitative"

Son^ is Cause of
Student's Death

... but Turkey is
famous for Tobacco
,.. the aromatic
Turkish tobacco that
adds fragrance and
flavor to Chesterlieki
Cigarettes.

ORLANDO

Let Us Put Your Car in Condition
for That Trip Home

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
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Gamma Phi Beta Has Phi Delts Entertain
Tea For All Seniors With House Party at
Pelican on Week-end
The Gamma Phi Beta sorority
entertained at a tea honoring all
seniors last Friday afternoon at
their chapter house.
Mrs. Schultz, Gamma Phi Beta
house mother, and Miss Enyart assisted with the receiving and the
serving. Cakes were passed by
members of the sorority and punch
was also served.

The Phi Delta Theta fraternity
entertained at a house party last
week-end at the Pelican at Coronado Beach. Guests left college
on Saturday noon and returned
Sunday night.
Jere Collinson was in charge of
the party. Mr. and Mrs. Stone and
Mrs. Trevor chaperoned.
Those attending were: Ralph
Gibbs, Jack Deeves, Arthur Brownell, Jack Andrews, Jean Parker,
Jere Collinson, Carol George. Bill
Twitchell, Sarah Dean, John Turner, Dotlu Goeller, Sands ShowalThe Rollins chapter of Phi Beta ter, Grace Hiteshew, Howaixl Shoentertained the Stetson chapter at walter, Betty Trevor, Don Mura dinner in the college commons ray, Annajeanne Pendexter, Dick
May 5. The joint meeting was held Ingraham, Virginia Boyd, James
in honor of Founder's Day of the Boyd, Margaret Moore, Charles Allen, Frances Hyer, Bob Van Beyfraternity.
After dinner the guests went to >num, Priscilla Smith, George Gathe Annie RusseU Theatre to watch briel, Jean Astrup, Alan Taulbee,
Barbara Keep, Bob Kurvin, Ruth
dress rehearsal of the play
Hill, Jack Shotz, Florence Kelly,
Beta gave in assembly the foil
Jack Clark, Ruth Scott, and John
ing morning.
Lonsdale.

Phi Beta Entertains
Stetson Chapter in
Commons Tuesday

Pi Gamma Mu Takes
In Three Members Virginia Circle at
Rollins Holds Fifth
Pi Gamma Mu, honorary social
Party on May 8
science fraternity, met last Tuesday night in the chapel choir room
and selected three new members.
The students given this honor were
Emily Showalter, Jack MacGiffin,
and Mary Gulnac.
Residents of Minnesota only are
eligible for a new Harvard scholarship.
Edwin Markham, famed poet,
will be honored by Princeton University on his 84th birthday.

On Friday, May 8, the Virginia
Circle at Rollins College held ita
fifth birthday part yat the Whistling Kettle. The guests of honor
were: Mrs. Albert Shaw and three
Seniors, Virginia Lee Gettys, Virginia Richardson Smith, and Virginia Orebaugh.
Other members present were:
Mrs. Wendell C. Stone, Miss Robie,
L. Virginia Riess, Virginia Mildred
Biddle, Lilah Virginia Nelson, and
Virginia Campbell.

Rice Institute, Texas, gave an
Polytech recently
sponsored a v oz'ld-wide alumni re- unofficial intelligence test to student campaigners before elections.
union by radi

